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We present an analytic mean-field theory for relaxational dynamics in spatially extended systems that
undergo purely noise-induced phase transitions to ordered states. The theory augments the usual mean-field
approach with a Gaussian ansatz that yields quantitatively accurate results for strong coupling. We obtain
analytic results not only for steady-state mean fields and distribution widths, but also for the dynamical
approach to a steady state or to collective oscillatory behaviors in multifield systems. Because the theory yields
dynamical information, it can also predict the initial-condition-dependent final state �disordered state, steady or
oscillatory ordered state� in multistable arrays.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The interplay of stochasticity and nonlinearity often leads
to a wide range of interesting and often counterintuitive be-
haviors. Noise and nonlinearities have been implicated as
sources of both zero-dimensional transitions �1� and non-
equilibrium phase transitions in spatially extended systems
�2�. Particularly intriguing among these is a broad class of
macroscopic ordering phenomena that have been called
“purely noise induced” because order is exhibited only in the
presence of noise. These include order-disorder transitions
�3–5�, the emergence of periodic spatial structures and pat-
tern formation in increasingly noisy systems �6,7�, and, more
recently, purely noise-induced collective oscillatory behavior
�8–10�. Purely noise-induced phase transitions to oscillatory
behavior may be dynamically induced and dependent on the
Stratonovich drift—i.e., on the interpretation of the noise
�3,9�—or they may occur in systems with field-dependent
relaxational dynamics where the interpretation of the noise at
most shifts the transition points �4–6,10�. The particular nov-
elty of the latter transition lies in the fact that it arises en-
tirely from an energy functional-like relaxational dynamics,
and not from short-time dynamic instabilities which become
strengthened and sustained by spatial coupling. As such,
these models represent systems that, while decidedly non-
equilibrium and potentially time dependent in nature, never-
theless maintain certain parallels with equilibrium statistical
models: namely, the evolution towards the minimum of a
�possibly time-dependent� effective potential. Our focus in
this paper is on phase transitions in systems with field-
dependent relaxational dynamics.

Analytic work on these models has been fairly limited,
with most of the information coming from numerical simu-

lations. We are not aware of solvable analytic theories for
locally coupled �e.g., nearest-neighbor� noisy extended sys-
tems in which any sort of ordering transition is observed as
the system or noise parameters are varied. Globally coupled
arrays have been more amenable to mean-field theories based
on the analytic solution of a Fokker-Planck equation in the
stationary state. This approach has been successfully applied
to systems that achieve a time-independent steady state. Such
mean-field theories provide information about the nature of
the steady state and the conditions that lead to disordered
versus ordered states. Thus, while quite useful for ascertain-
ing asymptotic properties, these static theories provide no
insight into the dynamical evolution toward a steady state.
Such insight is particularly important in multistable systems.

Most strikingly, these theories fail to provide even a rea-
sonable asymptotic description of phase transitions to collec-
tive time-dependent behavior, when the complexity of the
corresponding Fokker-Planck equation prohibits a self-
consistent analytical treatment �10� even in globally coupled
arrays. The complicated behavior seen, for example, in the
transition to noise-induced limit cycles thus requires differ-
ent methods for analytic study �9�.

Our purpose here is to provide an approximate analytical
method supplementary to the mean-field approach for study-
ing the dynamics of noise-induced phase transitions in relax-
ational systems inspired by a related quantum field method
�11�. By introducing a Gaussian ansatz and a series expan-
sion about the �time-dependent� mean-field values, we de-
velop a time-dependent theory which captures the dynamics
of these systems in the limit of strong spatial coupling. As
well as providing analytical insight into the evolution to the
steady state in one-field systems, this treatment yields a set
of simple approximate ordinary differential equations detail-
ing the oscillatory dynamics and the approach to these dy-
namics in two-field systems. We note that an alternative ap-
proach to the one adopted in this paper is to generalize the
procedure developed in �9� that gives a set of differential
equations for the central moments. It can be shown that this
alternative approach gives the same results at leading order
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for large coupling as the Gaussian ansatz; we are preparing a
manuscript where we show the details of the comparison.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we briefly
recall the one- and two-field relaxational models. The mean-
field equations and the Gaussian ansatz for their solution are
presented in Sec. III. In Sec. IV we analyze the one-field
system and test our Gaussian ansatz results in the steady state
and in the dynamical approach to the steady state, including
regimes of multistability. The two-field system is examined
in Sec. V, where we show that our theory captures the col-
lective oscillatory behavior, including regimes of multistabil-
ity. In both Secs. IV and V we explore approximate solutions
to the differential equations obtained with the Gaussian an-
satz to successfully reduce the problems to quadrature in
some regimes. We conclude with a short summary in Sec.
VI.

II. MODELS

We briefly recall the one-field and two-field relaxational
models. In the one-field case we introduced the Langevin
equation defined on a lattice �5�,

�̇i = − ���i�
�F�����

��i
+ ����i��1/2�i�t� , �1�

where �i is the value of the scalar field at site i, ���i� is the
field-dependent kinetic coefficient, F����� is an energy func-
tional, and �i�t� is a spatiotemporal white noise with zero
mean and intensity �2, ��i�t�� j�t���=�2�ij��t− t��. All the
quantities introduced previously and those that we introduce
later in this paper are consistently adimensionalized. As the
choice of noise interpretation does not qualitatively affect the
dynamics �5,6,10�, we choose the Itô interpretation for con-
venience. The energy functional includes local potentials
V��i� and a simple harmonic coupling between sites �5,10�:

F����� = 	
i=1

N 
V��i� +
K

4n
	
�ij�

�� j − �i�2� . �2�

Here N is the number of lattice sites and K is the coupling
strength. The sum 	�ij� runs over all n sites j coupled to site
i. For nearest-neighbor coupling n=2d while for global cou-
pling n=N−1 �other forms of coupling were also considered
�6� but will not be dealt with here�. In �5� we carried out
comprehensive studies of the phase-space diagram in �K ,�2�
space where different disordered and ordered phases can be
found for different types of local potentials V��� and of ki-
netic coefficients ����. In general, necessary conditions on
these functions for the observation of order-disorder phase
transitions include that, at increasingly large ���, V��� grow
at least harmonically and ���� go to zero so that the effect of
the noise is weakened. We were able to analyze the steady
states for these systems analytically within a mean-field ap-
proximation. This approximation leads to a Fokker-Planck
equation that can be solved in the steady state, which al-
lowed us to establish the phase-space diagram for the steady-
state, but provided no dynamical information.

The addition of a second field to this problem was intro-
duced in �10�,

�̇i = − ���i�
�F�����

��i
+ ����i��1/2�i�t� − �zi,

żi = ��i, �3�

where � is a frequency. This system undergoes a noise-
induced phase transition to collective oscillatory behavior
when the noise exceeds a critical intensity. The mean-field
Fokker-Planck equation for this two-field system can not be
solved analytically because it remains time dependent for all
time. Thus, all the information obtained up to now has been
numerical.

Since our Gaussian ansatz method relies on the mean-field
evolution equations, in the next section we briefly review the
mean-field approach and introduce the ansatz.

III. MEAN FIELD AND THE GAUSSIAN ANSATZ

In the mean-field approximation the sum over neighbors
connected to site i in the derivative of the energy functional
appearing in Eq. �1� or �3�,

�F��i�
��i

=
�V��i�

��i
+ K�i −

1

n
	
�ij�

� j� , �4�

is replaced by the mean-field value,

1

n
	
�ij�

� j�t� → ���t�� � �0�t� . �5�

Since all the sites are then equivalent, the lattice index can be
dropped and the set of field equations reduces to a single
equation �one-field system�,

�̇�t� = a��;�0�t�� + ������1/2��t� , �6�

or to two coupled equations �two-field system�,

�̇�t� = a„�;�0�t�… + ������1/2��t� − �z ,

ż = �� , �7�

where

a„�;�0�t�… � − ����� �V���
��

− K��0�t� − ��� . �8�

The unknown mean field �0�t� must be determined self-
consistently,

�0�t� = ���t���. �9�

Here �·�� stands for the statistical average with respect to the
probability density � associated with Eq. �6� or �7�.

The Fokker-Planck equation for the probability density
��� , t ;�0�t�� in the one-field case follows immediately from
the Langevin equation �6�,

�

�t
� = −

�

��
�a„�;�0�t�…�� +

�2

2

�2

��2 ������� . �10�

We explicitly note the dependence of � on the unknown
mean field �0�t�, which must be determined via Eq. �9� using
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the solution of the Fokker-Planck equation. The time-
dependent probability density has not been found analyti-
cally. In the stationary state the left-hand side of Eq. �10� is
set to zero and the equation can be solved, to yield the
steady-state probability density

�st��;�0� = N��0�����−1e−�2/�2��V���+�K/2���0 − ��2�

= N��0�e−�2/�2�Vef f���, �11�

where

Vef f��� � V��� +
K

2
��0 − ��2 +

�2

2
ln ���� �12�

and N��0� is the normalization constant. The mean field �0

can then be found from Eq. �9�. A disordered stationary
phase is associated with the solution �0=0, while a solution
�0�0 corresponds to an ordered stationary phase. The phase
boundaries for different forms of V��� and ���� are detailed
in �5�. In particular, it shows that even if the potential V��� is
monostable �single well�, the presence of field-dependent
multiplicative noise leads to an effective bistable �double-
well� potential in certain regions of the parameter space. This
is precisely the manifestation of a noise-induced phase tran-
sition. More elaborate forms of ���� could even lead to mul-
tistable potentials. Note that the procedure in �5� leads to a
complete mean-field stationary-state analysis, but does not
provide information about the dynamics of the approach to
the steady state.

For the two-field case the Fokker-Planck equation for the
probability density �(� ,z , t ;�0�t� ,z0�t�) follows from the
Langevin equation �7�,

�

�t
� = −

�

��
��a„�;�0�t�… − �z��� − ��

�

�z
� +

�2

2

�2

��2 ������� .

�13�

This equation has not been solved analytically. Furthermore,
since we know from numerical simulations �10� that the sys-
tem supports collective oscillations, it is necessary to solve
the time-dependent problem even to find the long-time be-
havior. The only available information to date is numerical.

To obtain time-dependent solutions to the one-field and
two-field models, we will assume a Gaussian form for the
evolving probability density with time-dependent parameters
to be found self-consistently from the associated Fokker-
Planck equation. Thus, for the one-field problem we take

���,t� = eA�� − �0�2+C, �14�

where the time-dependent mean field �0�t� and inverse width
parameter A�t� are to be determined. The parameter C�t� is
found from the normalization condition

� d����� = 1 �15�

to be given by

C�t� =
1

2
ln− A�t�

	
� . �16�

It is immediately evident from a comparison of Eqs. �14� and
�11� that Eq. �14� is at best an approximate solution, but
we will subsequently show that for sufficiently strong cou-
pling K this in fact provides an excellent approximation for
the mean value and width of the distribution. Note that
Eq. �11� implies that in the mean-field approximation
A=−Vef f� ��0� /�2 for the stationary state. For the two-field
case we posit the form

���,z,t� = eA�� − �0�2+E��−�0��z−z0�+M�z − z0�2+C, �17�

where now z0�t�, E�t�, and M�t� are also to be determined.
The normalization condition

� d�dz���,z,t� = 1 �18�

fixes C�t�,

C =
1

2
ln4MA − E2

4	2 � . �19�

Note that the Gaussian only has finite norm for 4MA−E2


0.
We expect these forms to work best for strong coupling. If

the coupling is too weak, then there is no transition to col-
lective behavior and a Gaussian ansatz is not appropriate. As
coupling becomes extremely strong, the distribution ap-
proaches a � function. This provides the motivation for a
narrow distribution, whose mean and width we assume to be
well captured by a Gaussian when coupling is strong. The
Gaussian ansatz thus rests on the observation that �0�t�
�z0�t��A�����2��E����z��M���z�2��O�K0� together
with the assumption that the second-order moments �����2�
����z�2��O�1/K� and the expectation that higher-order
moments are subleading for large K. Here ����−�0 and
�z�z−z0. In the following sections we show that these as-
sumptions lead to consistent results.

IV. SINGLE FIELD

We start with Eqs. �14� and �16�, substitute the Gaussian
into the Fokker-Planck equation �10�, Taylor expand a, �,
and their derivatives, and implement a large-K expansion
considering the previous comments. We also recognize that
the kinetic coefficient and its derivatives, as well as the local
potential and its derivatives, are independent of K. The con-
tributions to leading orders in K then result in the set of
equations

Ȧ = 2A�0�K + �2A� , �20�

�̇0 = − �0V0� − 3�2

2
+

K

A
��0�. �21�
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For each function f��� we have adopted the notation f0

� f��0�, f0���df��� /d���=�0
, etc. Note that it is clear from

these two equations that the system evolves towards A
�O�K� and �0�O�1�. We also point out that the normaliza-
tion condition �16� is consistent with the evolution equation

one obtains for C�t�: namely, Ċ=�0�K+�2A�. The set of
equations �20� and �21� is of course nonlinear and cannot be
solved exactly analytically, but it is merely a set of two or-
dinary differential equations whose numerical solution is
trivial.

Even so, we can make further analytic progress by noting
that for large K and provided the initial value of A is of
�negative� O�K�, the evolution of A toward its stationary
state is clearly faster than that of �0, thus allowing us to
consider �0 as nearly constant during the relaxation of A. In
this approximation Eq. �20� is a Riccati equation with solu-
tion

A�t� =
− K

�2

1

1 − 1 +
K

�2A�0��e−2�0Kt

. �22�

After the stationary state for A is reached, the evolution of
�0�t� is governed by

�̇0 = − �0
dVef f��0�

d�0
. �23�

Before comparing the results of the theory with those of
numerical simulations, we note that in the stationary state

where Ȧ= �̇=0 we find from Eq. �20� or �22� that A=
−K /�2 and that �0 obtained from Eq. �21� or �23� is the
solution of the condition dVef f��0� /d�0=0. The latter is ex-
actly the mean-field solution to the problem, which is thus
recovered from the Gaussian ansatz. The former differs from
the exact inverse width of the distribution �11� by contribu-
tions of O�1�.

However, the ansatz takes us beyond the stationary solu-
tion to provide information about the dynamics of the system
as it approaches the steady state. In Fig. 1 we show four sets
of results for the mean field �0�t� and the inverse width pa-
rameter A�t�. One is the outcome of the direct simulation of
globally coupled arrays for moderate and for strong coupling
K. The second is the result of integrating Eqs. �20� and �21�,
the third is the outcome of Eqs. �22� and �23� that assume
different relaxation rates, and the fourth is the outcome of the
mean-field distribution �11�. In these and all subsequent fig-
ures we have made the representative choices

V��� =
�2

2
, ���� =

1 + �2

1 + �4 , �24�

which were also used in our earlier work �5,6,10�.
The first conclusion is that the time scale of relaxation and

the steady-state value of �0 are correctly predicted by the
large coupling theory, even for modest values of K. The
agreement is spectacular during the approach to steady state.
In addition, we note that the time scale separation between A
and �0 is quite evident for large K and is a reasonable as-
sumption also for modest values, K�10. Further discussion

of the results in this figure requires that we take note of the
different horizontal and vertical scales in the different panels.
A small but consistent discrepancy between the Gaussian
theory results for A and simulation results for the inverse
width of the distribution arises at long times owing to ne-
glected higher-order contributions in the theory. In the lower
left panel we have expanded the vertical scale to make the
difference clear, but note that it is extremely small for large
K �see lower right inset�. The lower left inset confirms that
the simulation and mean-field theory stationary widths are in
fact identical, as they should be for sufficiently large arrays.
While we only show results for two values of K and one
lattice size, the results for a range of values of K �K
=20,40,60�, of lattice sizes �N=250 up to N=16 000�, and
of initial conditions in which A�t=0��−K follow the pat-
terns described above. We thus conclude that the Gaussian
ansatz theory gives quantitatively excellent results for the
evolution of the globally coupled system toward the steady
state and for the steady state itself when the coupling is
strong and the width of the initial distribution is of the same
order as that of the steady state.

Our theory is based on a mean-field theory, and so the
appropriate comparison with simulations is as we have
shown in Fig. 1, with a globally coupled array. However,
mean-field theories are often used to describe locally coupled
systems, and so we compare our theoretical results with
simulation results in which the units in a two-dimensional
array are connected only to their nearest neighbors. The re-
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FIG. 1. �Color online� The time evolution of �0 �top panels� and
A �bottom panels�, which give the mean and the inverse width of
the distribution, is shown for simulations of globally coupled arrays
of N=4000 sites and compared to the numerical solution of Eqs.
�20� and �21�. The left column represents modest coupling, K=10,
while the right column shows K=80; �2=3.5 for all plots. The
initial values −A�0� are chosen to be �K /�2; specifically, A�0�=
−9.7 in the left column and A�0�=−58 in the right column. The dark
�blue� lines show data from lattice simulations, while the light �red�
lines represent theoretical predictions. The very light �brown�
curves in the lower right panel and inset represent the uncoupled
dynamics given by Eq. �23� and the Riccati equation �22�. The
lower left inset shows the simulation results and the prediction of
the mean-field theory �solid black line� in the stationary state, which
is exact when N→�. The inset in the bottom right figure shows a
close up of the late time evolution. Note the different horizontal and
vertical scales in the various panels.
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sults are shown in Fig. 2. The theory accurately captures the
behavior of �0, including both the transient and steady-state
dynamics, in the large- and modest-K regimes. However, the
inverse width of the distribution �as given indirectly by A� is
underestimated by the theory, as it is by the original mean-
field theory in this model. A discrepancy of this sort is a
ubiquitous feature of mean-field theories, which are princi-
pally designed to capture the mean-field value.

The comparisons so far have relied on the initial value
A�t=0� being of �negative� O�K�—that is, an initial distribu-
tion whose width is of the same order as that of the steady
state. When the initial width of the distribution is much
larger than that of the steady state—i.e., when A�t=0� is very
different from �much smaller in magnitude than� K—it be-
comes more problematic to capture the transient dynamics,
although the steady-state behavior is still predicted accu-
rately. This is shown in Fig. 3.

Finally and importantly, we note that the large coupling
theory accurately captures the multistable nature of the dy-
namics �Fig. 4�. This is a feature of this theory that provides
dynamical information not provided by the usual mean-field
theory. In our earlier work we had established this multista-
bility only through direct numerical simulations of the array.
For large K, the agreement between theory and simulations
both in the dynamical regime and in the steady state is quite
remarkable for initial conditions leading to the ordered state
�right panel�. While the mean-field theory of course predicts
the width of the distribution exactly, the Gaussian ansatz
slightly overestimates the width for initial conditions leading
to a disordered phase �left panel�. The disordered state is
marked by a relatively broad distribution, and, not surpris-
ingly, given the underlying requirements stated earlier, the
theory does not exactly capture this prediction.

V. TWO FIELDS

The more stringent test of the theory lies in the two-field
system, where there are only numerical simulation results.
Now we begin with Eqs. �17� and �19�, substitute the as-
sumed distribution into the two-variable Fokker-Planck
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FIG. 2. �Color online� The time evolution of the mean �top
panels� and inverse width �bottom panels� is shown for simulations
of locally coupled two-dimensional arrays of N=6464 sites and
compared to the numerical solution of Eqs. �20� and �21�. The left
column represents modest coupling, K=10, while the right column
shows results for K=80; �2=3.5 for all plots. The dark �blue� lines
show data from lattice simulations, while the light �red� lines rep-
resent theoretical predictions. The initial values are A�0�=−9.2 �left
column� and −42 �right column�. The inset in the bottom right panel
shows a close up of the early-time evolution.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� The time evolution of the mean field �top
panels� and the inverse width of the distribution �bottom panels� is
shown for both locally �dark or blue� and globally �black� coupled
simulations and compared to the numerical solution �light or red� of
the large-K theory. Again, the left column is for K=10 and the right
for K=80. Here we choose �A�0���1 �specifically, A�0��−0.1�,
and the transient dynamics are not well described for early times.
The theory accurately captures the steady-state behavior of the glo-
bally coupled simulations in the large-K regime. N=4000 �globally
coupled� and 6464 �locally coupled�, and �2=3.5 for all panels.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Multistability is captured by the large-K
theory. The left panel shows the dynamics of the mean field and the
inverse width of the distribution for initial conditions leading to a
disordered state ��0�0��0.5, A�0�=−29�. The right panel shows the
corresponding plots for initial conditions leading to an ordered
phase ��0�0��4, A�0�=−55�. The inset in the bottom left shows a
close up of the steady-state behavior. Dark �blue�: globally coupled
simulations. Light �brown�: Gaussian ansatz theory. Black: mean-
field theory. In all plots, K=80, �2=3.0.
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equation �13�, and again implement a large-K expansion.
This results in the set of equations for the coefficients in the
Gaussian,1

Ȧ = 2A�0�K + �2A� ,

Ṁ = �2

2
�0E + ��E ,

Ė = �0�K + 2�2A�E + 2��A − M� , �25�

along with those for the mean values:

�̇0 = − �0V0� − 3�2

2
+

K

A
��0� − �z0,

ż0 = ��0. �26�

Again, it is easy to ascertain that the normalization condition
�19� is consistent with the evolution equation obtained for
C�t�.

The solution we are interested in is a collective oscillatory
mode, which of course requires the time-dependent solution
of the coupled sets of ordinary differential equations �25� and
�26�, a task which is vastly simpler than the solution of the
time-dependent Fokker-Planck equation. However, as in the
single-field case, we can further simplify the problem of
finding the oscillatory long-time behavior of the mean values
�0 and z0 by exploring the regime where the coefficients A,
M, and E have reached a steady state—that is, by setting the
left-hand sides in Eq. �25� equal to zero. There are four sta-
tionary solutions, one of which is

A =
− K

�2 , E = 0, M = A . �27�

The other solutions, �A ,E ,M�= �0,0 ,0� , �A ,E ,M�
= (−K /�2 ,−2� / ��2�0� ,0), and �A ,E ,M�= (0,−2� / ��2�0� ,
−K /�2), do not satisfy the condition 4MA−E2
0 necessary
for proper normalization �cf. Eq. �19�� and are hence un-
physical.

For the long-time behavior, it now remains to substitute
the stationary A into Eq. �26� and solve the coupled set of
just two equations

�̇0 = − �0
dVef f��0�

d�0
− �z0,

ż0 = ��0. �28�

We note that this set has one stationary solution, the disor-
dered state ��0 ,z0�= �0,0�.

We can go even further toward the analytic oscillatory
solution by implementing a multiscale perturbation theory
�12�. For this purpose we combine Eqs. �26� into a single
second-order differential equation

z̈ + �2z = �G��� ,

G��� = − ����
dVef f���

d�
, �29�

with �� ż /�. It is understood that the variables are the mean
fields and should therefore carry the 0 subscript, which we
have omitted for economy of notation. We treat G as a per-
turbation and write

z̈ + �2z = ��G�ż/�� , �30�

where � is a small parameter. The solution is then expressed
in terms of different time scales, �T0 ,T1 , . . . �,

z�t� = Z�T0,T1, . . . � = Z0�T0,T1� + �Z1�T0,T1� + O��2� ,

�31�

where Tn�O��nT0�. For the time derivatives we have

dz

dt
=

�Z

�T0
+ �

�Z

�T1
=

�Z0

�T0
+ O��� ,

d2z

dt2 =
�2Z

�T0
2 + �

�2Z

�T0�T1
+ O��2� =

�2Z0

�T0
2 + �

�2Z1

�T0
2 + �

�2Z0

�T0�T1

+ O��2� . �32�

The evolution equation at zero order in � is

�2Z0

�T0
2 + �2Z0 = 0, �33�

which has a solution

Z0�T0,T1� = R�T1�cos��T0� + S�T1�sin��T0� . �34�

The coefficients R�T1� and S�T1� are determined by con-
sidering the evolution equations at first order in �,

�2Z1

�T0
2 + �2Z1 = −

�2Z0

�T0�T1
+ �G 1

�

�Z0

�T0
� . �35�

As always in multiscale perturbation theory, in order to avoid
secular terms in the solution R and S must be chosen in such
a way that resonant terms do not appear on the right-hand
side of Eq. �35�; i.e.,

�
−�

�

dT0 cos��T0�
−
�2Z0

�T0�T1
+ �G 1

�

�Z0

�T0
�� = 0,

�
−�

�

dT0 sin��T0�
−
�2Z0

�T0�T1
+ �G 1

�

�Z0

�T0
�� = 0, �36�

where from Eq. �34� it follows that

�2Z0

�T0�T1
= −

�R

�T1
� sin��T0� +

�S

�T1
� cos��T0� . �37�

This immediately leads to the equations for R and S,

1Note that if we consider A�M �E�K at leading order, the
terms containing � will not be retained in Eq. �25�. However, at the
stationary point E=0, so it is interesting to also consider the case
when E�K0 and keep the additional terms that are relevant in this
case. Therefore, in Eq. �25� we have considered the possibility that
A�M �K and E�K0, and have kept the leading-order terms for
this case.
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�R

�T1
= −

�
−�

�

dT0 sin��T0�G 1

�

�Z0

�T0
�

�
−�

�

dT0 sin2��T0�
,

�S

�T1
=

�
−�

�

dT0 cos��T0�G 1

�

�Z0

�T0
�

�
−�

�

dT0 cos2��T0�
. �38�

The quotients can be computed by introducing a cutoff � in
the integrals, �−�

� dT0¯ and subsequently taking the limit
�→�.

We thus have theoretical predictions at three levels of
approximation. The most detailed is the five-equation set
�25� and �26�. This set of equations contains the dynamical
approach to the long-time behavior. The second level is con-
tained in Eqs. �27� and �28�. This yields the long-time oscil-
latory behavior of the mean field and the width parameters of
the distribution at long times. Finally, Eq. �27� together with
Eqs. �35� and �38� �along with the second equation in Eqs.
�26�� provide a full long-time solution in terms of quadra-
ture. Note that this explicit solution presents a circular limit
cycle of the form z=S0 sin��t� with S0 constant �Z0

=S0 sin��T0��, provided we have �R /�T1=0 �directly satis-
fied for the choice in Eqs. �24�� and �S /�T1=0—i.e., if

0 = I�S0� = �
−�

�

dT0 cos��T0�G„S0 cos��T0�… . �39�

Since our numerical simulations �10� indicate an essentially
circular limit cycle near the onset of multistability, we expect
that Eq. �39� may provide an accurate prediction of the onset
in the strong coupling limit.

We now proceed to test our multilevel theoretical predic-
tions against direct numerical simulations of the array. Again,
we adopt the representative choices �24� for the potential and
relaxational functions. We concentrate on the multistability
onset regime by fixing the value of the noise intensity appro-
priately.

Figure 5 compares the results of simulations for globally
coupled arrays with those of our theory. The agreement
is clearly excellent for the limit cycle radius as well as
the width parameters for all times. The time scale separation
required for the validity of the large K equations is clearly
satisfied for K�80 and even for modest values, K�10.
Note that the width parameters reach the steady state very
quickly even when E is initially chosen to be of O�K�. The
theory very slightly overestimates the steady-state radius r
��ż2 / �2�2�+z2 /2 for modest K=10 and very slightly un-
derestimates the radius for large K=80 �these differences are
barely visible on the scale of the figures�. Again, as expected,
the agreement with the simulations for the locally coupled
array is less spectacular �Fig. 6�, but the limit cycle radius is
still captured very accurately for all times. For visualization
purposes, we also show the early time evolution of the the-
oretical probability distribution function in Fig. 7.

Figure 8 confirms that the phase portrait of the limit cycle
from the globally coupled lattice simulations corresponds
reasonably well to that predicted by the large-K equations
and that the frequency of the oscillations is also accurately
predicted. The dynamic evolutions of the simulation and of
the theory do not match exactly because the small error in
the frequency implies an increasing dephasing with time.
The figure shows the case K=80, but the results are only
representative, and again the theory holds well even for more
modest values of K and for a range of initial conditions lead-
ing to limit cycle behavior.

Finally, as in the single-field problem, the large coupling
theory predicts the occurrence of multistable regions in pa-
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FIG. 5. �Color online� The time evolution of the limit cycle
radius r �top panels� and of the Gaussian ansatz coefficients �three
subsequent panels�. The dark �blue� curves are appropriate moment
results from simulations of globally coupled arrays �N=4000 sites�,
and the light �red� curves are obtained from the solution of Eqs.
�25� and �26�. K=10 in the left column and K=80 in the right
column. Initial values for left column, �A ,E ,M�= �−9.6,4.7,−9.7�,
and right column, �A ,E ,M�= �−56,7 ,−79�. The noise intensity �2

=3.5 in all panels. The dashed line in the top panels is the steady-
state radius predicted by multiscale analysis.
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FIG. 6. �Color online� Same as Fig. 5, but now the simulations
are for locally coupled arrays. Initial values for left column,
�A ,E ,M�= �−9.4,4.4,−9.6�, and right column, �A ,E ,M�= �−55,5 ,
−76�.
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rameter space. In our earlier work �10� we noted the expec-
tation of multistability, but did not explicitly pursue it in our
simulations; nor did we have a predictive theory as we now
do. In Fig. 9 we show that the multistable nature of the phase
transition is fully captured by the large coupling theory. In
particular, different initial conditions lead to either a disor-
dered phase or a limit cycle. To test whether the theory
correctly predicts the onset of multistability is more cumber-
some, but we can at least do it easily in the multiscaling
�large-K� regime on the basis of Eq. �39�. The value of
the noise for onset of multistability in general depends on

coupling strength �5,10�, but this dependence greatly weak-
ens with increasing K. For example, our simulation results
indicate that at K=10 multistability first occurs at roughly
�2�3, with the noise value decreasing ever more slowly
with increasing K �e.g., �2�2.6 for K=20, �2�2.5 for K
=40�. At K=80 the transition occurs at �2�2.4. Equation
�39� is in fact independent of K. The function I�S0� is shown
explicitly in Fig. 10. The first zero is the disordered state and
the second appears when �2=2.4. As noise increases, an in-
termediate unstable solution also appears, illustrated explic-
itly in Fig. 9. The multiscaling result thus accurately predicts
not only the radius r=S0 of the limit cycle but the noise for
onset of multistability when coupling is strong and the in-
crease in the limit cycle radius with increasing noise
strength.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented an analytical theory for the dynamics
of relaxational systems with field-dependent coefficients.
Based on a Gaussian ansatz and an expansion about the

FIG. 7. �Color online� Evolution of the theoretical probability
distribution function as obtained by substituting the numerical so-
lution of Eqs. �25� and �26� into Eq. �17�. The distribution becomes
symmetrical �circular� in �0 and z0 prior to reaching its steady-state
radius. The evolution is only shown for the short time leading up to
relaxation of the distribution shape. Over longer times, the distribu-
tion will continue a circular trajectory whose radius eventually
reaches its steady-state value �see Fig. 8�. K=10 and �2=3.5.
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FIG. 8. �Color online� The phase-space portraits of lattice simu-
lations �dark or blue� and the large-K equations �25� and �26� �light
or red� show good agreement in terms of the steady-state limit cycle
radius, though the theory slights underestimates r. Inset: oscillation
frequency. K=80, �2=3.5, and �=1.
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of lattice simulations �dark or blue� and the large-K equations �light
or red� shows that the latter correctly predict multistable behavior.
The right inset shows a close up of the indicated portion of the
phase portrait. The black curve is the unstable limit cycle obtained
from the multiscale analysis. K=80, �2=3.5, and �=1.
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=3.5,3.0,2.4,2.0.
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mean-field values, we derive ordinary differential equations
detailing the time evolution of the field distribution means
and widths. In the limit of large coupling, the Gaussian an-
satz equations provide a consistent, normalized approxima-
tion of the relevant probability distributions which agree
with numerical lattice simulations. In particular, our method
allows us to study the dynamics of both one- and two-field
relaxational systems, including those with oscillatory collec-
tive states previously beyond the reach of the static mean-
field theories. This also provides an analytic access to initial-
condition-dependent multistable regimes for noise-induced
phase transitions in spatially extended systems.
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